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Memorandum

To: ALL SRT MEMBERS
CC: CAPT. CRONIN
    LT. JOHNSON
From: CORPORAL GUIDI
Date: 11/12/98
Re: NOVEMBER SRT TRAINING

SRT training is set for Friday, 11/20/98. The training topic for the month will be Felony vehicle stops. The reason for this training is that we continue to have a large amount of violent crimes in our city. With the types of incidents that we have i.e.; domestic violence, gangs car jacking and robberies, the likely hood of a patrol officer pulling over a suspect in a vehicle is very possible. There is a possibility that on one of these stops, patrol will encounter an armed suspect, maybe even with a hostage. In the event this accurs, I can easily see the Patrol Sergeant calling SRT.

We have not trained as an SRT Team with felony vehicle stops in years, and for some of you, maybe not at all. With Rick and the K-9 as part of our team, this would be a great situation to use them for the extradition of the suspect.

The day will go as follows. Arrive at P.D. at 0700 hours. Be ready to leave with all your gear loaded in vehicles by 0730 hours. Assault team bring all gear, including MP-5’s, AR’s, and shields. Snipers bring all gear and Sniper Rifles. We will be conducting Sniper initiated assaults. Dress will be Black BDU’s, and rain gear if the weather calls for it. The training will conclude at 1700 hours.

Times:

0700: Meet at P.D.
0730: Leave P.D.
0800-1200: Practice felony vehicle stops.
1200-1300: Lunch
1300-1700: Range training with felony vehicle stops and suspects extraditions.
0700- MEET AT SRPD- DRESS OUT, LOAD EQUIPMENT

0730- CONFERENCE ROOM- CHALK BOARD HIGH RISK TRAFFIC STOPS

1] SINGLE SUSPECT- Arrest- Cooperative
2] MULTIPLE SUSPECTS- Arrest- Cooperative
3] SINGLE SUSPECT- Assault- Uncooperative-Canine Unit
4] MULTIPLE SUSPECTS- Assault- Uncooperative-Canine Unit
5] SINGLE SUSPECT- Assault- Uncooperative-Assault Team
6] MULTIPLE SUSPECTS- Assault- Uncooperative-Assault Team
7] SINGLE SUSPECT- Hostage- Sniper Initiated Assault
8] MULTIPLE SUSPECTS- Hostage- Sniper Initiated Assault
9] SINGLE SUSPECT- Hostage- Assault Initiated
10] MULTIPLE SUSPECTS- Hostage- Assault Initiated

LAY OUT: 1] Vehicle Positions: Suspect and Police
2] Team Placements, Fields of Fire
3] Sniper Locations
4] Assault Tactics: With and Without Canine Unit
5] Vehicle Search: With and Without Canine Unit
6] Officer Down Drills
7] Less then Lethal Equipment
8] Gas
9] Smoke
   2] Time restraints
   3] Lighting Conditions
   4] Suspect Initiated Assault
   5] Suspect Communications

11] Use of Shields
12] Use of Other Vehicles
13] Distraction Devices
14] Use or Non-Use of special lighting equipment.

ADDITIONAL: A] Assault Team responsibilities
B] Sniper Responsibilities
C] Suspect Fleeing the scene on foot
D] Suspect Vehicle attempting to leave the scene
E] Fields of Fire, Cross Fire, Citizen Evacuations
F] Fire Department, Vehicle Fire, Medical Aid.
0830- HEAD OUT TO HARRY BARBIER PARK / PRACTICE SCENARIOS

0900- SET UP DIFFERENT SCENARIOS BASED ON LECTURE AT SRPD
       ***NO LIVE AMMUNITION DURING THIS TRAINING SEGMENT.***
       1] First time on each scenario, walk through clarifying all position
          responsibilities.
       2] Execute at half speed until team feels comfortable with tactics
       3] Full speed, adjusting to any unforeseen events during execution.

1200- LUNCH

1300- SAN QUENTIN RANGE THREE
       *LIVE FIRE DRILLS* PRACTICING ASSAULTING A VEHICLE
       *DEMONSTRATE BULLET PERFORMANCE ON A VEHICLE
       *AVENUES OF APPROACH
       *WORK ON TIMING FOR SNIPER INITIATED ASSAULT

1600- RANGE CLEAN-UP

1700- END OF TRAINING
SRT TRAINING / MARE ISLAND

0700  Meet at SRPD / Arrange Equipment

0730  Drive to Mare Island

0800  Mare Island / Issue equipment / Safety Lecture

0830  Room Clearing Scenarios-
   A] Repeat each scenario until team executes effectively
   B] If officer gets hit, handle as an officer down.
   C] Suspect may be cooperative / or uncooperative
   D] All scenarios suspect is armed, wanted for robbery

SCENARIO: ROOM ENTRIES
   1] Room Clearing / One Suspect
   2] Room Clearing / Two Suspects
   3] Room Clearing / One Suspect / Office Rescue
   4] Room Clearing / Two Suspects / Officer Rescue
   5] Sniper initiated assault / Use distraction devices / Smoke ?
   6] Kill House / Timed insertion

1200  LUNCH

1300  SCENARIO: OPEN FIELD SEARCHES
   1] Single suspect / minimum movement
      Work on Leap Frog Movement, covering zones of fire
   2] Two suspects / minimum movement

1500  OPEN FIELD PROBLEM

1600  CLEAN-UP

1630  TRAVEL TIME BACK TO THE PD

1700  END OF TRAINING DAY